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ABSTRACT
In this work, the author implemented a NOVEL technique of
multiple input multiple output (MIMO) orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) based on space frequency block coding (SF-BC). Where, the implemented code is
designed based on the QOC using the techniques of the
reconﬁgurable antennas. The proposed system is implemented
using MATLAB program, and the results showing best
performance of a wireless communications system of higher
coding gain and diversity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a
modulation of multi carrier technique which has high spectral
efficiency and higher data rates [1].
In OFDM, the fading channel of the frequency selective is
transformed into several sub flat fading channels by the
division of the channel bandwidth [2]. OFDM can be
combined with MIMO to increase the capacity of the system
and performance [3].
The capacity and reliability of wireless communications
system can be increase by using the reconﬁgurable antennas
too [4].
Therefor, the performance of the wireless systems can
improve by using the reconﬁgurable antennas and designing a
proper code [5].
In order to access the advantages of this technique, literature
review are done and the efﬁcient code must be design.
In [6], designed a MIMO based on the reconﬁgurable receiver
antenna which achieved a diversity that equals to the product
of the number of receive and transmit antennas, and the
number of reconﬁgurable states of the receive antennas.
Where, their gain diversity is possible only under the
propagation that selected in the channel.

Therefor in [11], they used a subcarrier technique to improve
the diversity gain and minimize the complexity in the
receiver side.
In [12], they used the mapping technique to exploit the full
frequency but it does not ensure the full code.
BC that obtained the frequency diversity was designed [13],
[14] and [5].
So, in the above works and many other similar works, the SF
codes that proposed can not be able to achieve the full
diversity in the MIMO OFDM reconﬁgurable antenna
techniques.

2. TECHINQUE DESCRIPTION
In this work, the author implemented a coding to improve the
performance of the MIMO - OFDM system.
His method include a code that is sent over Tx antennas,
OFDM tones, and radiation states. In order to obtain state
diversity, he conﬁgured each transmit antenna element to
independently switch its radiation pattern to a direction that
can be selected using criteria, e.g., to reduce the correlation of
radiation states. The implemented code is based on the quasi
orthogonal space time block codes (QOSTBC) [15]–[16].
This paper is prepared as follows. In Section 3, introduce the
system model. In Section 4, discuss the SF – BC design. In
Section 5, view the results. In Section 6, conclusions are
presente.

3. SYSYTEM MODEL
Assume that the "MIMO-OFDM" proposed system is shown
in Fig. 1.
In this system, the author assumed that the omni-directional
antenna of receiver "Mr" is ﬁxed radiation, and the OFDM
modulation "Nc" and FSF channels with propagation paths "L"
between each pair of Mt and Mr in each the state of radiation.
The channel IR between Mt i and receive Mr j in the p-th
radiation state is:

In [7], designed the system based on the reconﬁgurable
transmitter and receiver antennas. Where, they could not
achieve the diversity of the frequency between Tx and Rx.
In [8], used the space time coding to get the first frequency
diversity in multipath environment.
In [9]–[10], they designed similar SF in MIMO OFDM
system.
So, the SF codes that obtained can not achieved spatial and
frequency diversities togethers.
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The P radiation states SF code is:

The over all radiation states of the received signals is:

Where: c is the channel matrix, and z is the noise vector.

4. SF – BC DESIGN
In this section, the author present his proposed code. He
designed the code based on the QOC. Where, the SF code is:

Where:

Assume having Mt = 2, so:

So:

Fig.1 Block Diagram of the Proposed System.
The FR of the channel at the n-th subcarrier between Mt i and
Mr j is:

In (12), can compute as:

The transmitted SF code, Cp ∈ CMt X Nc, is:

There are many optimization methods can be used to ﬁnd the
objective function, such as: "the minimum Euclidean distance
betIen constellation points".
For example, assume that the proposed system with these
properties: Mt = 2, P = 2, and L = 2. Therefor, the C1 and C2
are:

At the receiver, the received subcarrier and radiation signal
can be written as:
The entries of Cp are computed using (13). As a result, obtain
C1T as:
The received signal is:

Where:
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6. CONCLUSION
The author implemented a NOVEL MIMO - OFDM
technique for improving the wireless communications systems
performance based on SF – BC.
Where, the designed code is based on the principle of QOC
using the techniques of the reconﬁgurable antennas.
And he provided simulation results using MATLAB program
to prove the NOVELTY of his code with comparison with the
other SF codes.

And C2T as:

Where the implemented code produces additional higher
coding gains and diversity (Low BER at Low SNR) compared
with other technique.
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